


We have created bundles of flowers by color and style.   You 
simply order the quantity of bundles that you need.  Don’t worry 
we can help you figure out how many centerpieces, etc.  

Then, we meet you and deliver your flowers a day or two before 
your wedding.    You arrange them into bouquets, corsages, 
centerpieces and more. 

First,, we help you with time, quantities, styles and colors.  You don’t 
need to worry about how many flowers to order or what filler 
would look best.   

Second, we handle all the ordering, receiving, and processing.  You 
don’t need to stay home all day waiting for boxes of flowers to 
arrive.  We take care of that!  Then, we handle processing all the 
flowers, stripping leaves and thorns, getting them unpackaged and 
into water and flower food. Saving you time and expense.  

Finally, you know upfront what everything will cost.  No shipping 
fees. No box fees. No running around to stores trying to find what 
you need. 



No!  Mother Nature is sometimes fickle.  Flowers have different 
shades inside the same variety based on weather, soil, etc.  
Sometimes rain delays the blooms and we make substitutions.  
Think “sisters, not twins”. 

You will receive the flowers you ordered prepped in buckets, along 
with a few extra stems in case of accidents or breakage. 

You provide the tools, vases, ribbons, etc.   We will email you a 
resource sheet with links to tutorials and videos to help you with 
your DIY arrangements.   

The latest you can order is about 3 – 4 weeks before your 
wedding.  You should ideally order 3 months before your wedding.

We require a 50% deposit when you place your order.  The 
remaining balance is due 3 weeks before your wedding. 



First, contact us and schedule a time for a (really) quick phone call.  
We can learn more about what you are looking for and help you 
get started.  

Next, we put together your order and you pay the deposit.  3 
weeks before your wedding, we get your final numbers and send 
you the final invoice.  

Finally, we meet and bring you the flowers in buckets, prepped 
and ready for you to arrange.  

Let us know what questions we can answer.  


